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Abstract

Automatic text classification is an important task for many natural language processing applications. This paper presents a neural approach
to develop a text classifier based on the Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) algorithm. The LVQ model is a classification method that uses
a competitive supervised learning algorithm. The proposed method has been applied to two specific tasks: text categorization and word sense
disambiguation. Experiments were carried out using the REUTERS-21578 text collection (for text categorization) and the SENSEVAL-3 corpus
(for word sense disambiguation). The results obtained are very promising and show that our neural approach based on the LVQ algorithm is an
alternative to other classification systems.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Document classification can be thought of as a problem of
mapping the space between an input document and an output
class. Neural networks can learn nonlinear mappings from a set
of training patterns.

A Neural Network (NN) is an interconnected assembly of
simple processing elements (called units or nodes), whose
structure is inspired on animal neurons. Despite a large number
of successful applications of NNs in a variety of areas (see
Rumelhart, Widrow, and Lehr (1994) for a survey of practical
applications), their use in Natural Language Processing (NLP)
tasks has not been explored sufficiently. In fact, there are no
so many references as in other applications, for example in
areas like optimization or pattern classification. However, NNs
present various properties that NLP could take advantage of,
such as massively parallel architecture, noise tolerance, self-
organization and generalization. In fact, recently, interest in
connecting both disciplines is growing spectacularly, as shown
in Dale, Moisl, and Somers (2000).
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In this paper, we discuss a neural classifier based on the
Kohonen model which uses competitive supervised learning.
In particular, we use the Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ)
algorithm to accomplish two text classification tasks: Text
Categorization (TC) and Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD).

The paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce
briefly the automatic text classification task. Then, we describe
the LVQ algorithm and the information representation model
used in our experiments. After this, we show our evaluation
environment and results for the two tasks considered (TC and
WSD). Finally, we discuss our conclusion and future research.

2. Automatic text classification

Automatic text classification is one of the main tasks of NLP.
Various approaches have been explored, such as support vector
machine (Joachims, 1998), Naive Bayes learning methods
(Lewis & Ringuette, 1994) or linear text classifiers (Lewis,
Schapire, Callan, & Papka, 1996).

2.1. Neural text classification

Neural networks have also been applied to automatic text
classification tasks. Certainly, the most widely used NN in
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Table 6
Official results for English all words

System Precision Recall

1 GAMBL-AW-S 0.652 0.652
2 SenseLearned-S 0.646 0.646
. . . . . . . . .
9 LVQ-UJAEN 0.590 0.590
. . . . . . . . .
25 AutoPSNVs-U 0.359 0.359
26 DLSI-UA-all-Nosu 0.280 0.280

For the ELS task, this edition of SENSEVAL showed a
predominance of kernel-based methods (e.g. SVM) which were
used by most of the systems. For example, the best system
(Htsa3) uses Regularized Least-Squares Classification (RLSC)
as a learning method, which is based on kernels and Tikhonov
regularization. The second system (ITC-IRST) works with
the kernel function to integrate diverse knowledge sources.
However, our system is the only one based on a neural approach
in SENSEVAL-3.

Regarding the EAW task, the two best systems apply
Memory Based Learning (MBL) using TiMBL, but there are
significant differences in the performance and the approaches
of the systems.

5. Conclusions and future work

This paper presents a neural approach to automatic text
classification, specifically, we use the LVQ algorithm. This
neural network is a supervised learning algorithm based on the
Kohonen model and we use it to automatic classify a document
collection according to its content.

The proposed method has been applied to accomplish two
different but closely related tasks: First, we use the LVQ
algorithm to categorize the REUTERS-21578 text collection;
The second experiment has been carried out using the
SENSEVAL-3 corpus in order to generate a disambiguator
system based on the LVQ algorithm. The experiments show that
the LVQ model performs successfully in both tasks.

The results obtained encourage us to continue working with
the LVQ algorithm in other NLP tasks such as named entity
classification, automatic summary generation or question and
answering systems. We intend to apply the SOM model to carry
out unsupervised text classification tasks.
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